15. Lesson Presentations

This guide provides the steps for accessing and editing McGraw-Hill lesson presentations.

1. Click the Lesson Plans tab.

2. Click on the desired chapter to view pre-made McGraw-Hill Recommended Lesson Plans & any Teacher Customized Lesson Plans.

3. Within the chapter components, every section labeled Lesson will have a lesson plan and a corresponding lesson presentation. Click on any lesson.
4. To the right, Click on the Lesson Presentation drop-down menu. There will be two choices at this stage. **Launch Presentation** will simply present the McGraw-Hill presentation. To edit the presentation, Click **Launch Editor**.

5. From the editing page, teachers have three options:
   a. Teachers can move slides within the predetermined sections of **Engage**, **Teach & Assess** and **Close & Reflect** by clicking the arrow below the resource and dragging it to the new position.
   b. Teachers can hide slides by clicking on the **Hide Button** found in the top right corner of the resource.
   c. Teachers can add their own resources by clicking the **Plus Sign icon** on the far right and accessing all resources that have been placed in My Files.

6. After changes have been made to a presentation, teachers will then have the added options of **Launch Customized Presentation** or **Reset Presentation**.